Sequencing effects of plyometric training applied before or after regular soccer training on measures of physical fitness in young players
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ABSTRACT

To compare the effects of short-term (i.e., 7 week) plyometric training applied before (PJT-B) or after (PJT-A) soccer practice on components of physical fitness in young soccer players, a single-blind randomized controlled trial was conducted. Post-pubertal boys aged 17.0±0.5 years were allocated to three groups: PJT-B (n=12), PJT-A (n=14), and control (CON; n=12). The outcome measures included tests to evaluate 20-m speed, standing long jump [SLJ], squat jump [SJ], countermovement jump [CMJ], and drop jump [DJ], 20-m multistage shuttle running speed [MSSRT], and Illinois change of direction speed [ICODT]. While the CON performed soccer-specific training, the PJT-A and PJT-B groups conducted the same soccer-specific sessions but replaced ~11% of their time with plyometric training. The PJT-B group performed plyometric exercises after a warm-up program, and the PJT-A group conducted plyometric exercises ~10 minutes after the completion of soccer training. Analyses of variance (ANOVA) were used to detect differences between groups in all variables for pre- and post-training tests. Main effects of time (all p<.01; d=0.19-0.79) and group x time interactions (all p<.05; d=0.17-0.76) were observed for all examined variables. Post hoc analyses revealed significant increases in the PJT-B group (SLJ: 9.4%, d=1.7; CMJ: 11.2%, d=0.75; 20-m MSSRT: 9.0%, d=0.77) and the PJT-A group (SLJ: 3.1%, d=0.7; CMJ: 4.9%, d=0.27; 20-m MSSRT: 9.0%, d=0.76). Post hoc analyses also revealed significant increases in the PJT-B group (20-m speed: -7.4%, d=0.75; 20-cm DJ reactive strength index: 19.1%, d=1.4; SJ: 6.3%, d=0.44; ICODT results: -4.2%, d=1.1). In general, our study revealed that plyometric training is effective in improving measures of physical fitness in young male soccer players when combined with regular soccer training. More specifically, larger training induced effects on physical fitness were registered if plyometric training was conducted prior to soccer specific training.
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INTRODUCTION

Lower-limb muscle power is related to team positioning in competitive soccer leagues (3). In addition, sprinting is a common action related to the creation of goal scoring opportunities, (13) while high endurance capabilities (15) are essential to maintain repetitive high-intensity actions during a match (8). Therefore, these physical qualities should be developed to help players cope with the increased competitive demands of modern soccer (40). In this regard, it has been well established that plyometric jump training (PJT) is an effective stimulus to develop young athletes’ stretch-shortening cycle (SSC) function (24, 29). The inclusion of PJT into regular soccer training of young players has been shown to optimize physical fitness, including actions and qualities such as jumping, sprinting, kicking, change-of-direction speed (COD), endurance, and repeated sprint ability (RSA) (30, 41). PJT takes advantage of the muscle SSC (21), which results in more efficient movements and optimizes the rate of force development, the relative force per-motor unit recruited and, thus, muscle power. It allows athletes to outperform their opponents for instance by jumping higher (29). In this context, PJT might be particularly well-suited for the inclusion in a well-designed training program for young soccer players.

To implement PJT programs optimally, several factors should be taken into account, such as the type of jump drills (32, 33), their combined effects (32, 33), the training surface (31), the type of overload (41) and volume (31), and the intensity of the jumps (2). Previous recommendations have also suggested that PJT should be conducted prior to regular (technical-tactical) training sessions (7, 14) so that PJT drills are not performed in a fatigued state (26), to maximize neuromuscular responses. Based on this premise, PJT has usually been applied at the beginning of training sessions (34, 37, 42). However, PJT has also been implemented after regular workouts. In one such study (6), female endurance runners improved their running economy and cross-country performance after executing 10 weeks of in-season combined resistance and plyometric training, when the PJT was conducted 30 min after the endurance training sessions. However, according to the same study (6), males
responded differently to the intervention, showing potentially harmful effects on their competitive performance. Remarkably, previous studies suggested that children and adolescents recover faster than adults from neuromuscular activity (i.e., 80 maximal-intensity plyometric jumps) (20, 39). Therefore, the sequencing effects in which PJT is performed might not be the same in youth as compared to adults. In this sense, female young volleyball players (22) performed water-based plyometric sessions 30 min after preseason volleyball training sessions, and they showed improved vertical jump performance after 6 weeks of training. In young male basketball players (23), six weeks of PJT was performed after regular basketball sessions. Athletes significantly improved their jump performance and rate of force development of the knee extensors after training.

Considering i) that there is controversy regarding the results of studies that examined the effects of PJT applied either before or after regular sport-specific training sessions, ii) that the effectiveness of PJT applied at the beginning (PJT-B) compared to after (PJT-A) regular training sessions is currently unknown among young soccer athletes, and iii) that from a practical and rational point of view, some youth soccer teams schedule strength and conditioning training sessions at the end of their regular soccer practice, the aim of this study was to compare the effects of PJT-B and PJT-A on measures of physical fitness (i.e., sprint time, CoD and jump performance, aerobic endurance) in young soccer players. We hypothesized that both, PJT-B and PJT-A training interventions would enhance young soccer players’ physical fitness, and that PJT-B would produce larger performance improvements compared with PJT-A.

METHODS

Experimental Approach to the Problem

This single-blind randomized controlled trial was conducted to compare the effects of a 7-week plyometric training program applied before or after soccer practice on components of physical fitness in young soccer players (age range: 15.5 to 17.9 years). To this aim, thirty-eight young soccer players were randomly assigned
to PJT-B group (n=12), PJT-A group (n=14) or control group (n=12). The athletes assigned to PJT-B completed plyometric training before regular soccer practices, the players in the PJT-A performed plyometric training after regular soccer practices, whereas players assigned to the control group only completed their habitual soccer training. Athletes were assessed before and after 7 weeks of plyometric training with a fitness test battery composed of the following testing order: standing long jump (SLJ), countermovement jump (CMJ), 20-cm drop jump reactive strength index (DJ), and the squat jump test (SJ) on day one. On the second day, the 20-m sprints, change-of-direction speed tests (Illinois change-of-direction test [ICODT]), and the 20-m multistage shuttle run endurance tests (MSSRTs) were carried out. The intervention was carried out during the in-season period. Participants were accustomed to the testing and training procedures with the help of four familiarization sessions over two weeks to reduce potential learning effects. In addition, the performance tests were regularly used for monitoring training practices.

Subjects

Thirty-eight male participants were recruited from a high-level soccer team (i.e., professional Club) competing at national level. In the last national championship, the team finished in fifth place. Upon recruitment, players completed three training sessions, plus a competitive match per week and won 62.5% of their matches during the time in which the study was scheduled. Players had similar competitive schedules and similar involvement in soccer drills, resulting in similar soccer-specific weekly training loads for all the players involved (Table 1). In a single-blinded randomized controlled design, participants were allocated to one of three experimental groups: two training groups and a control group. The training groups conducted a plyometric training program as a substitution for some technical-tactical soccer drills, whereas the control group undertook their regular soccer training program (control condition). Before and after a 7-week training period, all players performed a battery of eight tests related to maximal-intensity exercise and aerobic endurance performance. The randomization sequence was generated electronically (https://www.randomizer.org) and was concealed until interventions were assigned. All included soccer players met the following inclusion criteria: (1) a background
of ≥4 years of systematic soccer training and competitive experience, (2) continuous soccer training for the previous 3 months and no musculoskeletal injury, (3) no systematic plyometric training experience in the previous 5 months, (4) the absence of potential medical problems that could compromise participation or performance in the study, and (5) the absence of any lower-extremity surgery in the past 2 years. Initially, 49 participants who fulfilled the inclusion criteria were selected to participate in this study. To be included in the final analyses, participants needed to complete all training sessions and attend all assessment sessions. Because of these strict requirements, 11 participants were excluded from the study. Therefore, 38 soccer players were included in the final analyses and were allocated as follows: PJT-B group (n=12), PJT-A group (n=14), and control (n=12) group. Details of the participants’ characteristics according to each group are provided in Table 1. A similar number of goalkeepers (1; 1; 1), defenders (4; 4; 3), midfielders (4; 4; 4) and forwards (3; 5; 4) were present in the PJT-B, PJT-A, and control groups, respectively.

***Table 1 near here***

Participants (and their respective parents or guardians) were informed about the experimental procedures, possible risks and benefits associated with participation in this study. They then signed informed assent and consent forms, respectively, before performing any of the fitness tests and training sessions. This study protocol was approved by the ethical review board for use of human participants from the responsible institutional department.

The sample size was determined according to changes in plyometric (i.e., vertical jump) performance in a group of trained, young, male soccer players who underwent a control (Δ=0.5 cm; standard deviation [SD]=1.1) or a short-term plyometric (Δ=2.6 cm; SD=1.6) training program comparable with that applied in this study (32). A total of 8 participants per group was predicted to yield a power of 80% at α=0.05, with a detectable effect size [ES] of 0.2.
Procedures

Before and immediately after the intervention period, standardized tests were scheduled ≥72 h after a soccer match or hard physical training session. Tests were completed in the same order, between 15:00 and 20:00 hours at an indoor venue, with the same sports clothes and by the same investigator, who was blinded to the group allocation of the participants. All players (their guardians were also informed) were instructed to (1) get a good night’s sleep (≥8 h) before each testing day and (2) to have a rich meal in carbohydrates (examples were provided to parents) and be well hydrated before each assessment. The participants were asked to give their maximum effort during testing, in addition to receiving regular, individual performance feedback. Players were evaluated over two days. On the first day, data on age, stature, body mass, physical maturity, weekly time spent in physical education classes, weekly hours spent on other sports or on soccer with other clubs, and years of soccer experience were collected. In addition, SLJ, CMJ, DJ, and SJ test performances were recorded. On the second day, the 20-m sprints, ICODT, and the MSSRTs were carried out. The highest score from three attempts (37) was recorded for all performance tests, except for the single MSSRT. A rest interval of at least two minutes was allowed between each physical fitness trial. While waiting, participants performed low-intensity activities (e.g., walking, ball passing) to maintain their readiness for the next test. Ten minutes of general (i.e., submaximal running with changes of direction) and specific (1) (20 vertical and 10 horizontal submaximal jumps) exercises were performed before each testing session as a warm-up. In addition, participants performed a test-specific warm-up that comprised two practice jumps or runs, except for before the MSSRT, where players completed the first minute of the test as a warm-up.

Anthropometry. Comprised measures of stature, on a stadiometer (Bodymeter 206, SECA, Germany to 0.1 cm), and body mass, on an electrical scale (InBody120, model BPM040S12FXX, Biospace, Inc., Seoul, Korea, to 0.1 kg). Physical maturity was determined by self-assessment, as previously described (30).
Jumping performance. Test protocols were based on previous recommendations (31, 33, 36). Briefly, for the vertical jumps (i.e., SJ, CMJ, DJ), players executed maximal-effort jumps on a mobile contact mat (Ergojump; Globus, Codogne, Italy) with arms akimbo. Take-off and landing were standardized to the same spot, and players were required to perform full knee and ankle extension during the flight phase. The participants were instructed to maximize jump height. In addition, for the DJ tests, players were instructed to minimize ground contact time after dropping down from a 20-cm drop box. The reactive strength index was calculated from jump height (expressed as flight time - ms) divided by contact time (ms) (28). The SLJ test was performed using a 5-m fiberglass metric tape laid on a wooden floor. Subjects were instructed to jump after positioning (behind the starting line) their feet shoulder width apart and performing a fast, downward movement (approximately 120° knee angle) followed by a maximal effort horizontal jump. The distance was measured from the starting line to the point where the heels of the subjects made contact with the ground after landing.

Linear and CoD sprinting performance. Sprint time was assessed to the nearest 0.01 s using timing gates (Brower Timing System, Salt Lake City, UT). Participants used a standing start, with the toe of the preferred foot forward and just behind the starting line. Sprints started when the athlete voluntarily initiated the test, which triggered timing. The timing gates were positioned at the beginning (0.3 m in front of the athlete) and at 20 m and were set ~0.7 m above the floor (i.e., hip level). To increase the accuracy and reliability of measurement two single-beam timing gates were mounted one over the other. This system enables capturing trunk movement rather than a false trigger from a limb. For the ICODT, the timing system and procedures were the same as for the 20-m sprint except that players had to run in a straight line with maximal effort, as well as perform several changes of directions (35).

Endurance performance. For the MSSRT and as previously described (36), players ran back and forth between two lines, spaced 20 m apart, in time with the “beep” sounds from an electronic audio recording. Each successful run of the 20-m distance was a completion of a shuttle. The beep sounded at a progressively
increasing pace at each minute of the test, and the player had to increase his speed accordingly. The player was warned if he did not reach the end line in time once. The test was terminated when the examinee: (1) could not follow the set pace of the beeps for two successive shuttles or (2) stopped voluntarily. The scores were expressed as the last minute that the player completed.

Soccer training load was assessed to ensure that all players received the same soccer-training stimulus during the intervention. Session rating of perceived exertion was determined as previously described (30). Briefly, each player’s session rating of perceived exertion was collected approximately 30 min after each soccer training session and match to ensure that the perceived effort reflected the entire session rather than the most recent exercise intensity. Total training load was calculated as the rating of perceived exertion × training session duration (i.e., minutes). Athletes regularly used the scale during training, so that they were familiarized with it.

**Training Program**

The plyometric training was completed during the mid-portion of the competitive season. The control group did not perform the plyometric training but performed their usual soccer training (i.e., mainly technical-tactical drills and small-sided and simulated games). The design of the plyometric intervention was based on the players’ previous training records and research results (16, 32, 36). Plyometric training was not added to the regular soccer training of players, instead, some low-intensity technical-tactical soccer drills were replaced with plyometric drills that were performed within their usual 120 min training period, twice per week, during the 7-week intervention period. Plyometric jump training replacement activity accounted for ~11% of the total soccer-training load (irrespective of competitive and friendly matches).

Each plyometric session included 13 jump exercises (i.e., cyclic and acyclic horizontal and vertical jumps, with left, right, and both legs) performed with the involvement of stretch-shortening cycle muscle activity, with arm
swinging freely. For the acyclic drills, participants were instructed during each jump to achieve maximal vertical height or horizontal distance (according to the type of exercise), while during cyclic jumps, participants were motivated to maximize the ratio between vertical height/horizontal distance and ground contact time. The reliability of jump heights for selected drills was verified in a randomly assigned subsample of participants (two from each group) during two randomly assigned training sessions, by assessing jumps contact times, height, and distance, using the same procedures as described above. Before starting the training period, players were instructed on how to perform all the exercises, and an emphasis was put on the technique of jumps execution before increasing overload during the intervention. The order of tasks was randomized in each week to add variation during training. The drills, sets, repetitions, and progressions per week are detailed in table 2. In this way, players progressed from 104 jumps per leg during each session in the 1st week to 204 jumps per leg during each session in the 6th week of plyometric training, with a taper during the 7th week (i.e., 48 jumps per leg/session). An investigator to participant ratio of 1:2 was achieved in all training sessions and particular attention was paid to technical competency. All plyometric sessions lasted approximately ~20 minutes and were performed just after the warm-up for the PJT-B, or ~10 minutes after completion of the soccer training session for the PJT-A. The two PJT groups completed the same number of total jump repetitions during intervention, using the same surface (i.e., grass soccer-field) and time of day (afternoon) for plyometric training, with the same rest intervals between sessions (i.e., 72-96 h), drills sets (i.e., 30-60 s) (30) and jumps (i.e., 5-15 s for acyclic jumps) (35).

***Table 2 near here***

**Statistical Analysis**

Data are presented as group mean values ± standard deviations. After data normality assumption was verified with the Shapiro-Wilk test, an analyses of variance (ANOVA) were used to detect differences between study groups in all variables at pre- and post-tests. Measures of dependent variables were analyzed in separate 3
(Groups) × 2 (Time: pre, post) ANOVA with repeated measures on time. Post-hoc tests with Bonferroni-adjusted α were conducted to identify comparisons that were statistically significant. Effect sizes were determined by calculating Cohen’s $d$ values (9). Cohen’s $d$ describes the effectiveness of a treatment and determines whether a statistically significant difference is a difference of practical concern. Cohen’s $d$ values are classified as small ($0.00 \leq d \leq 0.49$), medium ($0.50 \leq d \leq 0.79$), and large effects ($d \geq 0.8$) (9). Statistical analyses were carried out using STATISTICA statistical package (Version 8.0; StatSoft, Inc, Tulsa). Significance levels were set at $\alpha = 5\%$. The reliability of assessments was determined using the intraclass correlation coefficient and ranged from 0.87 to 0.98.

RESULTS

All participants received treatment as allocated. No test or PJT-related injuries occurred over the course of the study.

Before the intervention

No significant between-group baseline differences were observed for all examined variables (Table 1 and Table 3). The main effects of group, time and the group × time interaction are presented in Table 3.

***Table 3 near here***

Training-induced effects on physical fitness

The analyses revealed significant main effects of time (all $p<.01$; $d=0.19$-$0.79$) and the group × time interaction (all $p<.05$; $d=0.17$-$0.76$) for all examined variables. Post hoc analyses revealed significant increases for the PJT-B group (SLJ: 9.4%, $d=1.7$; CMJ: 11.2%, $d=0.75$; MSSRT: 9.0%, $d=0.77$) and the PJT-A group (SLJ: 3.1%, $d=0.7$; CMJ: 4.9%, $d=0.27$; MSSRT: 9.0%, $d=0.76$). Post hoc analyses also revealed significant
increases for the PJT-B group (20-m sprint-time: -7.4%, d=0.75; DJ: 19.1%, d=1.4; SJ: 6.3%, d=0.44; ICODT: -4.2%, d=1.1).

**DISCUSSION**

The aim of this single-blind randomized controlled trial was to compare the effects of PJT-B with PJT-A on measures of physical fitness (i.e., sprint time, CoD speed and jump performance, and endurance) of young male soccer players. As hypothesized, both PJT-B and PJT-A improved young soccer players’ performance, although the improvement was greater with PJT-B, particularly for the linear 20-m sprint test, the DJ, SJ, and ICODT which is indicative of PJT sequencing effects when conducted in combination with regular soccer training.

The performance of neuromuscular training before or after the principal part of the session devoted to technical and tactical development is dependent on several factors, such as coaches’ planning, players’ schedules and the availability of training facilities. In our study, undertaking soccer-specific training before PJT might have promoted increases in metabolites able to impair the capacity of producing high-intensity fast contractions (38). Accordingly, previous studies have shown that running and sprinting activities may impair neuromuscular performance (10), and a recent study has indicated that muscle fatigue might be harmful to improvements in muscle power and velocity (27). To some extent, these previous findings could explain why PJT performed after soccer training did not maximize training adaptations in comparison to PJT performed before soccer training.

With regard to sprinting, improvements have been commonly reported after plyometric jump training interventions that incorporated horizontally orientated drills (19, 33). However, in the current study, it is notable that only the PJT-B group showed enhanced sprint speeds in comparison to the control group. This result suggests that performing plyometric training in a fatigued state could blunt any improvements to
sprinting speed. Since maximal sprinting necessitates high levels of neural activation (43), the disruption of processes such as the temporal sequencing of muscle activation and rapid firing rates to recruit fast motor units can lead to suboptimal speed development. Indeed, soccer-specific activities can induce central fatigue and impair the capacity for muscle force generation, which can, in turn, reduce sprinting speeds (38, 44). Therefore, plyometric training performed in a fatigued state can lead to an impaired transference of the benefits of jumping to sprinting abilities. Plyometric training performed before technical and tactical training is therefore recommended to optimize speed gains.

As with sprinting speed, the ability to CoD has previously been observed to improve after plyometric jump training (4, 17). However, in our study, only the PJT-B group improved its performance in comparison to the control group. In addition to a higher contribution of eccentric strength, the ability to change of direction is as dependent on neural factors as sprinting speed. Hence, it would be reasonable to assume that plyometric training undertaken in the absence of fatigue would further enhance the ability to change of direction relative to the benefits of training in a fatigued state.

Jump performance is a physical fitness indicator that is commonly improved after plyometric jump training interventions (7, 19). Previous studies have observed improvements in jumping performance after interventions applied either after (6, 22, 23) or before (30, 32, 35) athletes’ regular sports practices. These findings were corroborated in the current study, with both PJT-B and PJT-A groups improving jumping performance in assessments involving an important elastic-energy component, such as the SLJ and the CMJ. However, the improvement in jump tests requiring meaningful concentric-only explosive (i.e., SJ) and reactive strength (i.e., DJ) improved to a greater extent only in the PJT-B group. Further research is required to expand our knowledge regarding the underlying physiological mechanism potentially explaining current findings.
Similar to previous studies with soccer players (36), time to exhaustion in the 20-m multistage shuttle run test was equally improved in both the PJT-B and PJT-A groups after plyometric training (Table 3). The observed improvements in endurance due to plyometric training might have occurred due to neuromuscular-mediated changes in athletes’ running efficiency (5, 45), neuromechanical improvements (21) and increased tendon stiffness. This can allow a faster transfer of force from contracting muscles to moving bones via tendons (18), reducing reaction times (25) and positively affecting athletes’ ability to change direction. This is the first study to demonstrate that both PJT-B and PJT-A induced a greater (p<0.05) increase in 20-m multistage shuttle run test times compared to a control group (Table 3).

Young athletes (adolescents) recover faster than their older peers after high-intensity efforts (12). This may have contributed to the adaptations observed in athletes from the PJT-A group. Future studies should be conducted to examine the effects of PJT before and after training in children, since they are usually more resistant to fatigue and recover faster than adolescents (11).

In conclusion, to increase the effectiveness of PJT, it should be conducted immediately after the warm-up program and before regular soccer practice in young male players. Our study additionally revealed that PJT is even effective when conducted after soccer training although to a significantly lower extent.

**PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS**

The plyometric training program applied induced explosive and endurance adaptations, which may have transference into game-play performance. Thus, a twice weekly short-term high-intensity plyometric training program, implemented as a substitute for some soccer drills within regular in-season soccer practice, can enhance explosive and endurance performance in young soccer players compared with soccer training alone, and these improvements can be maximized if PJT is conducted immediately after the warm-up program and before regular soccer practice in young male players. However, PJT is even effective when conducted after
soccer training. Considering that some young soccer teams schedule training sessions after regular soccer practice, the current findings may be relevant to programming PJT in this context. Although we strongly advice that PJT be conducted whenever possible immediately after the warm-up program and before regular soccer practice.
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